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 In recent years, due to frequent and compound 

disasters, the purpose of the city‘s disaster 

prevention is adjusted to “Disaster mitigation takes 

precedence over disaster prevention, and disaster 

avoiding takes precedence over disaster mitigation ”, 

and its target is shifted from minimizing the loss of  

property to avoiding casualties. 

 Therefore, how to effectively grasp the real time 

disaster situation in advance and improve the prior 

disaster situation grasping and disaster rescue is an 

important topic; as a technology capital, Hsinchu city is 

rated as a smart city with a developed E network 

equipment, and the disaster prevention service and 

disaster situation grasping can be significantly 

improved and the commanding, dispatching, 

scheduling and resource integration, etc. can be 

strengthened if the disaster prevention is combined, 

integrated and promoted with E network. 

 Hence, Hsinchu city promotes "Urban Disaster 

Prevention in Full Swing" plan, to build a protective 

umbrella for city disaster prevention in a "Point", 

"Line", "Plane" manner. 
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Initiating mode 
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Initiating mode 

    Target: through high efficiency in the point movement and deeping into the disaster area of the fire truck 

and with the concept of "Point", we takes lead in installing the camera system at the front of the fire 

truck  and integrating the back-end platform GIS layer and mobile phone video monitoring, etc., to allow 

the commander to provide the disaster rescue opinion even if not on the site, thus "working out 

splendid plans to win victories in battles a thousand miles away". 

About "Point" - video transmission system 
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Initiating mode 

Implementation 

 Install the video transmission equipment 

     Through high efficiency in the point movement and deeping into the disaster 

area, we takes lead in installing the camera system at the front of the fire truck 

in the country, and the video system of the fire truck can send live images of 

the disaster site to the back-end monitoring center and commander mobile 

phone. 
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Initiating mode 

[Remote camera]  
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Initiating mode 

 Set the back-end monitoring platform 

     We set the back-end monitoring platform with GIS layers marked with fire hydrants and 

other resources in the disaster operation center usually is monitored by the personnel on 

duty for 24 hours, to view the movement route of the fire truck, provide the best rescue 

route or diversion proposal if necessary and improve the effectiveness of the rescue 

combined with surrounding disaster rescue resources. 
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Initiating mode 

 Install the large display monitor system 

      In case of disaster, the back-end monitoring operator will be quite busy, in addition to 

continuously knowing the site condition through radio and telephone and seeking the 

support from other units, the response operation will be affected if the monitoring platform 

needs to synchronized to grasp the vehicle dispatching condition, therefore a large display 

monitor system is added  to project the image on the display and allow the monitoring 

personnel to synchronize various operations. 
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Initiating mode 

    Target: under the structure of "Point", extend the scope by installing the camera system in the underpass 

and river bridge that is easy to accumulate water in the city and integrating the fiber optical network 

monitoring system for security of the whole city to monitor  disaster. 

About "Line" - electronic disaster monitoring system for disaster prevention and rescue 

Install the camera in the underpass and 

river bridge that is easy to accumulate 

water, and send real-time images to the 

disaster operation center and  police 

station of the city through the fiber 

optical and ADSL network, to 

conveniently know the flood information 

at any time 

Convenient monitoring through real-time 

images 

Effective disaster prevention through 

immediate response 
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Initiating mode 
Implementation 

 Install the camera system in the underpass and river bridge that is easy to accumulate water 

      The Fire Bureau of the city installs the camera system and builds the back-end monitoring platform 

in 11 underpasses and rivers that accumulate water due to the flood; through ADSL network, the 

situation can be sent to Disaster Operation Center to monitor the “real-time image” and “water 

level” for 24 hours, to close dangerous road (bridge) in case of heavy rain or flood and avoid an 

accident. 

 

 

[Disaster prevention video monitoring]  [Warning water level monitoring]  
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Initiating mode 
 Integrate the fiber optical network system used by the police station for security of the whole city 

       ◎The police station of the city builds the high density monitoring and recording system for security throughout the city, 

transmits the information through fiber optical lines with high transmission and high stability, and promotes the "Electronic 

disaster monitoring system for disaster prevention and rescue" project plan based on the purpose of "resource integration" 

and "sharing" to integrate 11 video systems originally built into the monitoring and recording system used by the police 

station for security, in order to significantly increase the scope and benefit of E system; at present, it has 3,364 cameras for 

monitoring any disaster’s situation of the whole city, and the length of optical fiber transmission lines reaches 110,000 

meters. 

       ◎The integrated network system is connected to the Disaster Operation Center, Police Station and Fire Bureau of the city, 

which can be used as disaster and security prevention , and provides a reference for decision making to the commander 

(mayor) during disaster. 

 

[Integrate disaster prevention and security videos of the whole city]  [Disaster prevention videos are integrated to the disaster operation center]  
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Initiating mode 

◎  In addition, the city divides the continuous video group for main lines in the main area, 

and grasps the integrity of overall continuous lines in important rescue main lines; if the 

road is damaged by disaster, the monitoring personnel will provide the message and 

backup road to responders  to improve the rescue speed. 

 

█ Main rescue road 

█ 1st backup road 

█ 2nd backup road 13 



Initiating mode 

    Target: with the concept of " Plane", plan to integrate disaster prevention resources of all levels of government 

and academic institutions, build the "Hsinchu Safety Guard" APP software, improve the use benefit of disaster 

prevention resources, and strengthen the disaster prevention personnel's ability to control disasters and provide 

the public with the real time disaster prevention information, so that the public is unconsciously influenced by the 

disaster prevention education and can be "self-helped and self-rescued" by themselves in case of disaster. 

Promote the disaster prevention program as "Plane" - Hsinchu Safety Guard APP 

 

 Functions include 

       latest news, shelter information, emergency notification, flood instant messenger, disaster prevention information, 

disaster prevention service and AED position, and it is a multifunctional disaster prevention service APP, which is 

available in iOS and Android version for public downloading and reference. 
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(1) Latest news 

Initiating mode 
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(2) Shelter information 

Initiating mode 
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(2) Shelter information 

Initiating mode 
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(2) Shelter information 

Initiating mode 
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(3) Emergency Call 

Back-end monitoring platform 

Can display the current address of the reporter 

and make a dialogue in message mode 

Initiating mode 
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(4) Flood instant messenger 
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(5) Disaster prevention information 

Fire office 
interface 

Police 
office 
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(5) Disaster prevention information 
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(6) Disaster prevention service network 
Network 
replaces 
road  

Initiating mode 
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Initiating mode 

 Extension education (promotion) 

◎ cooperate with convenience stores 

     Convenience stores enjoys the enormous popularity and have been closely linked 

with people‘s daily life; the city carries out the cooperation with FamilyMart Co., 

Ltd., to place the intro brand of the Hsinchu Safety Guard APP in a QR code way in 

the dining area of convenience store. 
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 Extension education (promotion) 

◎ calendar and pad with the information and map of disaster evacuation 

     The Hisnchu city goverment makes pad and calendar (totaling 122,525 

pieces)with the information and map of disaster evacuation(including shelter, 

police and fire office, emergency contact, etc.), and send it to each household 

of the, to remind the public's self-awareness of disaster prevention. 

Calendar 
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Initiating mode 
 Extension education (promotion) 

◎ Promote the disaster prevention community 

     The government  and academic unit carry out the cooperation with potential disaster 

communities to promote the disaster prevention. 

      The government and academic unit group are responsible for giving the guidance to 

community residents, surveying environment of the community, providing the disaster 

education and exchanging the experience, making maps for disaster, purchasing and 

using the disaster equipments and providing the drill, etc., to improve residents‘ self-

awareness of disaster. 

 

[survey potential disaster area]  [Residents share their experiences in disaster prevention]  [Disaster prevention drill]  
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Conclusion 

 We firmly believe that “even through the disaster prevention is expensive, everything will become 

more expensive without disaster prevention”, therefore the Hshinchu City Government strives to 

promote various disaster prevention measures.  

 However, not all the people can be taken care by the government in the first time when responding to major 

disasters. Maybe we can adjust the service orientation to educate the people to have the self-help 

consciousness and ability to respond the impact caused by the disaster in the first time through integrating 

and sharing of disaster prevention resources to achieve the goal "self-help first and then public 

assistance". 
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Thanks for your listening 
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 Good morning, Ladies and Gentlemen: It is a (great) pleasure (for me) to welcome 

you to Session on Public Health Emergency. 。 

 I am Braxton from Hsinchu City Fire Bureau, Taiwan, and I am going to show you our 

efforts on disaster prevention.  

 Today, I am going to be talking about disaster prevention issue. 

 The topic of my presentation is “Urban Disaster Prevention in Full Swing”. 
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